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Low-dimensional nanocarbons 
(in toxicology: “High-aspect ratio nanomaterials”, “HARNS”) 

 

       1D family: carbon nanotubes (SWNT, MWNT), 

         nanofibers (cup-stacked, platelet, amorphous), nanoscrolls 

  

         2D family: graphene, bilayer graphene, few-layer graphene, 

         ultrathin graphite, exfoliated graphite, graphene oxide 

 what features of these complex materials initiate toxicity pathways? 

 can these features be modified through nano-synthesis or formulation? 

 key question: are these the same features required for product performance? 

Safe Nanomaterial Design 

Uniqueness 
In comparison to black carbon or carbon black, engineered low-dimensional 

nanocarbons can have similar composition and surface chemistry, but have 

extreme aspect ratios, 100 – 107, and/or can be  

atomically thin (down to 0.34 nm) 



 

Fibers will likely be pathogenic 

on inhalation if: 

 

daer < ~ 5 um   

(to reach the deep lung) 

 

and 

 

L > 10-20 um  

(for impaired clearance by macrophages) 

 

and 

 

they are biopersistent 

(for long-term retention) 

  

Mesothelium 
(linings of lung  and 

abdominal cavity) 

One-Dimensional Materials  

 - the Fiber Pathogenicity Paradigm 

Frustrated phagocytosis 
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“Cell entry of one-dimensional nanomaterials  

occurs by tip recognition and rotation 

Nature Nanotechnology, 2011 

Tip-first cell entry by carbon nanotubes 

Cellular uptake mechanisms  

for one-dimensional nanomaterials 

Tip-entry 

 for gold 

 nanowires 

sidewall 

contact: 

no uptake 



Mechanism: Tip Recognition and Rotation 

A. Rounded CNT tip 

    mimics a particle 

B. Asymmetric curvature in membrane 

     produces torque; rotates CNT to vertical 

Result: tip recognition and vertical entry -- cell has no opportunity to sense CNT length 

  frustration, incomplete uptake, pathology 

Implication:  special safety issues arise for long, stiff CNTs with accessible tips 



Long-term flow assay 

for biopersistence 

Are carbon nanotubes really persistent 

in the environment and biological tissue? 

- Long-term biopersistence is a key fiber property 

  affecting long-latency disease development in humans 

 

From Liu X, Guo L, Morris D, Kane AB, Hurt RH,  

CARBON, 2008, 46, 489-500 

No degradation  

of SWNTs 

observed 

after 60 day  

flow assay 

Plausible  

attack chemistry 

- Ultrathin materials can be destroyed even by  

  slow degradation processes 

- Environmental persistence greatly increases the 

  potential adverse impact of a toxicant 

 



Sample Functionalization Observation 

SWNTs 

(d:1-2nm) 

 

Non-functionalized 

Aryl sulfonate 

Ozonate 

1000ºC treated 

Carboxylate 

Commercial (nitric acid treated) 

In-house functionalized 

(mixed acid treated) 

                              15min 

     1hr 

     3hr 

 

No significant change 

No significant change 

No significant change 

No significant change 

No significant change 

Visible degradation 

 

 

No significant change 

Visible degradation 

Visible degradation 

MWNTs 

(d: 35±10nm) 

Non-functionalized 

Aryl-sulfonate 

No significant change 

No significant change 

 

 

Reference 

Materials 

CNFs (d: 200nm) 

Non-functionalized 

Aryl sulfonate 

 

Wollasonite 

Crocidite Asbestos (d: 30-150nm) 

 

No significant change 

No significant change 

 

Dissolved 

No significant change 

 

Effect of functionalization and 

diameter on biodegradation 

The only degradable nanotubes  

are SWNTs treated with oxidizing acids (HNO3 / H2SO4),  

which are known to produce COOH groups 

fresh 

90 days 

7 days 

Nitric-acid-treated SWNTs 



Functionalization Methods Surface functional group 

Epoxide 

   3 CNT backbone bonds intact 

 

 

Peroxide* 

   3 CNT backbone bonds intact 

 

   

 

Phenol 

   3 CNT backbone bonds intact 

 

 

Aryl-sulfonate 

   3 CNT backbone bonds intact 

 

 

 

Carboxylate 

   only 1 CNT backbone bond intact 

    

 The combination of atomic thinness and carboxylation-induced collateral damage 

 lead to biodegradation 

A closer look at functionalization chemistry 

Most functionalization chemistries involve addition across the C-C bond-and-a-half 

 -> disrupt p conjugation, but leave CNT backbone intact 

X 

d 



We now have a family of two-dimensional graphene-based materials 

Few-layer 

 graphene* 

Graphene  

Oxide* 

Natural 

 flake graphite 

Graphite bisulfate 

or  

Graphite oxide 

Expanded graphite 

H2SO4 (intercalant) 

oxidizing agent(s) 
Rapid thermal  

annealing 

Wet sonication 

Graphene – A New Atomically Thin Building Block  

for Creation of 3D Carbon Material Architectures 

benzene, naphthalene, phenanthrene, higher PAH,....”graph”-ene 
 
------------------------------- molecular weight  --------------------------->   [Boehm et al., 1986] 

*see: 

“All in the graphene family – 

 a recommended nomenclature for 

two-dimensional carbon materials”, 

Bianco et al., Carbon, 2013  



Some emerging applications of graphene materials 

 Materials with engineered folds and wrinkles  

  “Ruga materials” actuators, crumpled particles, filled sacks 

 Ultrathin coatings as molecular barriers  

 Catalyst supports - ultrahigh surface area (2600/N m2/g)  

 Emulsion stabilizers with 100% atom efficiency 

 Low-percolation-threshold composite fillers 

   (for e-conductivity, strength, barrier properties) 

 Electrode materials (e-conductivity, intercalation) 

 Thin conductive films; conducting inks 

Guo et al., Graphene-

based environmental 

barriers, ES&T, 2012 



Are Graphene-Based Powders an Inhalation Health Risk? 

For commercial 

multi-layer graphene 

samples: 

A   =  2600/N 

      (m2/g) 

Analogy to the CNT family 

- graphene materials have widely varying geometry 

             > thickness range: 0.34 – 30 nm 

             > lateral dimension range: 5 nm – 100 um 

                (factor of 20,000!) 

     - have range of surface chemistries 

Deposition patterns 

for monolayer graphene 

in human respiratory tract 



Few-layer graphene microsheets enter cells  

and localize in the cytoplasm or in vesicles 

human lung 

epithelial cells 

mouse  

macrophages 

 all FLG microsheets are internalized 

 

 sheets localize parallel to substrate 

 

 larger sheets alter cytoskeletal structure 

Agnes Kane 



human lung 

epithelial cells 

mouse  

macrophages 

primary human 

keratinocytes 

High-resolution imaging of the cell entry process 



Molecular Dynamics Results: Graphene NanoSheets Penetrate Cell Membranes 

but Graphene MicroSheets do not….? 

calculation of  

energy barriers 

for penetration 

(all-atom MD) 

Microsheets are repelled  

away by entropic forces, 

even during edge-on approach 

Nanosheet  

spontaneous entry 

(CGMD) 

only ∼5kBT 

energy barrier 



Y Li, H Yuan, A von dem Bussche, M Creighton, RH Hurt, AB Kane, and H Gao, 

 “Graphene microsheets enter cells through spontaneous membrane penetration at edge 

asperities and corner sites”,  Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 2013. 

Resolution: “Real” graphene samples do not have atomically smooth edges!  

Other irregular edge geometries 

Asperities and corners initiate passive penetration, 

 which propagates along the graphene edge 



lateral  

dimension: 500 nm 
800 nm 5 um 

25 um 

Graphene materials of large lateral dimension  

may not be effectively cleared from lung 

Summary Statement 

 

There are two major classes of “low-dimensional” nanocarbons: the CNT family (1D); and the  

graphene family (2D). Their unique geometries distinguish them from carbons in the natural  

environment and affect exposure and respirability, cell uptake, (frustrated) phagocytosis,  

lung clearance or retention, surface area (atomic thinness), biodegradation rates,  

cytoskeletal structure and cell division, membrane interactions and damage, and toxicity. 

Human macrophage interactions 

with multi-layer graphene materials 



Some Research Opportunities / Questions 

 Carbon nanotubes: fundamental toxicity mechanisms, especially: 

  - interaction with membranes, incl. lysosomal membrane; 

  - intracellular geometric effects 

 Both 1D, 2D materials: longer-term, realistic biodegradation studies  

- environmental scenarios 

- in human tissue 

 Graphene materials: systematic exploration of EHS issues in all platforms  

   (acellular, in vitro, in vivo), especially: 

 - release and exposure studies to support emerging manufacturing 

 - comparative studies across the graphene material family  

       (to see effects of layer number, lateral dimension, surface chemistry)  

 - studies of geometric effects  outlook to emerging 2D materials “beyond graphene” 
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 Both 1D, 2D materials: work on commercially significant hybrids and mixtures 


